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Abstract

In electromagnetics, recent advances in complex media and metamaterials have revealed the incredible variety of responses that a medium can display under exposure to electric and magnetic fields. A simplest isotropic, homogeneous, lossless, achromatic dielectric medium can be represented in electromagnetic equations by a single real number, the permittivity, and in this special case the commonly-used term “dielectric constant” is in proper place. But in the real world, material response of course is much more interesting. Natural materials are more complicated, and in engineering applications, composites are designed in a manner which result in material response functions that surpass those of the constituent materials they are made of. The directions of going into more general responses are many: anisotropy, dissipation, gyrotropy, chirality, non-reciprocity, bi-anisotropy, non-linearity, coupling with non-electromagnetic excitations and responses, etc.

In this presentation I will focus on media with magnetolectric coupling. In other words, the set of constitutive parameters of the medium has to extend beyond dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability. In the domain of bi-isotropic magnetolectric media, the classical way to parametrize the response is to add the chirality (Pasteur) and non-reciprocity (Tellegen) constituents to complement the permittivity and permeability functions. The talk will cover the ways of classifying such media. However, also an alternative taxonomy of bi-isotropic media will be presented which is rather unconventional. The new approach builds up logically from extreme materials that form natural boundary conditions, in particular PEC, PMC, and PEMC (perfect electromagnetic conductor [Lindell and Sihvola, Journal of Electromagnetic Waves and Applications, Vol. 19, No. 7, pp. 861-869, 2005]). From there, through concepts such as Gibbsian isotropic medium and simple-skewon medium, we arrive at the medium that can be characterized by the property of unimodularity.
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